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Bubbling OOver DDemonstration
Materials nneeded: SSmall gglass oof wwater, sseltzer ppieces, aa ppaper ttowel uunder tthe gglass.

Introduction:

Babies are learning language long before they start using words.
They are listening to the sounds, words, and rhythms of conver-
sation in their environment. They are gathering information about
language. They take it in and gradually begin to imitate what they
see and hear.

Just as a glass of water will bubble over, when you add more and
more pieces of seltzer to the water, so also will a child’s language
“bubble over” when she hears her parent talk and the parent responds
to the baby’s efforts to communicate.

Drop aa ppiece oof sseltzer iinto aa gglass oof wwater aas yyou mmake eeach sstatement:

1. YYour bbaby ccries —— yyou mmove ccloser tto bbaby aand aask, ““what’s wwrong?”

2. YYour bbaby ssmiles —— yyou ssmile bback.

3. YYour bbaby ccoos —— yyou llisten aand iimitate hhis ssounds.

4. YYou ssay ““So BBig!” aand ggently llift yyour bbaby’s aarms —— yyou wwait aand wwatch; 
when yyour bbaby llifts hhis/her aarms, yyou ssay ““So-oo-oo BBig!”

5. YYour bbaby bbabbles —— yyou ssay ““aah, aaah” wwith ssong aand rrhythm iin yyour vvoice.

6. YYour bbaby ssays ““Da-DDa” —— yyou ssay ““Daddy.”

7. YYour bbaby ssays ““Doggy ggoed” —— yyou ssay, ““Yes, tthe ddoggy iis ggone.”
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Tools ffor PPresentation

Terms tto UUnderstand
� Fluctuations

variations; movements back and forth or up
and down

� Mutual
shared by two or more people; the same for
two people

� Mutual regulation
when one person’s state is changed by the
state of another

� Neuralpathways/neuropathways
a series of synapses that forms a network
in the brain; these pathways can be activated
by a particular experiences

� Neuron
the structural and functional unit of the
nervous system that receives messages 
from the environment

� “Oneness”
shared emotions leading to shared under-
standing; a feeling of safety and closeness

� Preference
one’s first choice

� Sensation
nerve activation due to sensory experience

� Sensory
conveying energy from the senses to nerve
centers in the brain

� Sensory learning
when the senses experience something often
enough to remember it; when the nerve con-
nections from the senses to the brain become
strong

� Stimulation
an object, condition, or occurrence that 
increases interest or activity

Suggested AActivities

� PIPE Activity Cards:
17, 33, 44, 45, 49, 100, 111, 128

� Assorted candies

� Blindfolds, small paper cups or small
paper bags

� Supplies for cotton massage demonstra-
tion [see pg. 486]

� Five strands of yarn or twine, or 5 pipe 
cleaners

� My Baby’s Personal Developmental
Profile (PDP) [see Play Topic 2]

� Tapes of different kinds of music

� Tape recorder

� “Face Check” [see appendix and the
appendix of the Parent Handouts note-
book]

Other MMaterials && SSupplies
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